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prolog_program test
test
test
append([a], [b,c], X)
append([X | L1], L2, [X | List]) append(L1, L2, List)
append([], X, X)
append([X | L1], L2, [X | List])
write(fail)
write(X)
(a) A Logichart diagram
test :- append([a],[b,c],X), write(X).
test :- write(fail).
append([],X,X).
append([X|L1],L2,[X|List]) :- append(L1,L2,List).
(b) The corresponding Prolog source program
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head
goal
recursive clause
unit clause
built-in predicate
[ prolog_program ] initial label 
[ clause ] clause
[ goal-sequence ] goal sequence
[ goal ] goal
(a) The nonterminal node alphabet
(b) The terminal node alphabet
[ clause-sequence ] clause sequence
negated goal
conditional goal
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(a) Inherited attributes
(b) Synthesized attributes:
                      the x-coordinate of a cell
                      the y-coordinate of a cell
width             the width of a cell
depth             the depth of a cell 
subtree_width     the width of a subtree
subtree_depth     the depth of a subtree
π
π
x
y
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GapX
prolog_program test
test
test
append1([a], [b,c], X)
append([], X, X)
append1([X|L1], L2, [X|List]) append1(L1, L2, List)
append1([X|L1], L2, [X|List])
write(X)
write(fail)
1
4
GapY
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Production
Semantic Rules
[ goal_sequence ]
     (1) = RootX
     (1) = RootY
width(1) = get_width("prolog_program")
depth(1) = get_depth("prolog_program")
subtree_width(0) = width(1) + GapX + subtree_width(2)
subtree_depth(0) = max(depth(1), subtree_depth(2))
     (2) = RootX + width(1) + GapX
     (2) = RootY
1 2
[ prolog_program ]     ::= "prolog_program"
C = ∅
0
π x
π y
π x
π y
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Production
Semantic Rules
[ goal_sequence ] 
     (1) =      (0)
     (1) =      (0)
subtree_width(0) = subtree_width(1) + GapX + subtree_width(2)
subtree_depth(0) = max(subtree_depth(1), subtree_depth(2))
     (2) =      (0) + subtree_width(1) + GapX
     (2) =      (0)
0 1 2
[ goal_sequence ]     ::=   [ goal ]
C = {(1, in), (2, out)}
ππ x x
π y π y
π x π x
π y π y
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Production
Semantic Rules
[ clause_sequence ]
     (1) =      (0)
     (1) =      (0)
depth(1) = get_depth(<call_goal>)
width(1) = get_width(< call_goal >)
subtree_width(0) = max(width(1), subtree_width(2))
subtree_depth(0) = depth(1) + GapY + subtree_depth(2)
     (2) =      (1)
     (2) =      (1) + depth(1) + GapY
0 1
2
[ goal ]     ::= < call_goal >
C = {(1, in), (1, out)}
π x π x
π y π y
π x π x
π y π y
[ clause_sequence ]
1
2
< negated_goal >
C = {(1, in), (1, out)}
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Production
Semantic Rules
     (1) =      (0)
     (1) =      (0)
width(1) = get_width(< system_predicate >)
depth(1) = get_depth(<system_predicate>)
subtree_width(0) = width(1)
subtree_depth(0) = depth(1)
0 1
[ goal ]      ::= < system_predicate > C = {(1, in), (1, out)}
π x
π y
π x
π y
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Prolog
programs
Prolog interpreter
Program
Display of the Logichart diagram 
Visual tracing
Query
User
Display of the Prolog program
Tracer
Translator
Internal expression of 
the Logichart diagram
Program data with 
line numbers
Viewer
Visualization system
Prolog clause
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/***  sample 1  ***/
test_asserta  :-  asserta(data(a)), test_asserta_sub. 
test_asserta_sub  :-  data(X), write(X), !.
test_asserta_sub  :-  write(fail).
data(b).
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prolog_program test_asserta
test_asserta test_asserta_sub
test_asserta_sub
test_asserta_sub
data(X) write(X) !
data(b)
write(fail)
asserta(data(a))
prolog_program test_asserta
test_asserta test_asserta_sub
test_asserta_sub
test_asserta_sub
data(X) write(X) !
write(fail)
asserta(data(a))
data(a)
data(b)
the inserted clause
(a) The Logichart diagram before the calling of the goal ‘asserta(data(a))’
(b) The Logichart diagram just after the calling of the goal ‘asserta(data(a))’
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